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1

A large aircraft contains thousands of transport elements, such as tubes, ducts, and wires.
Their shape is subject to many constraints, some extrinsic (e.g., obstacle clearance) and
others intrinsic (e.g., legal bend angles). A key problem is to design a feasible route that
is optimal (e.g., as short as possible). We present an algorithm specialized for metal
tubing that allows the user to sketch a route using constraint objects. The user arranges
the constraint objects and the system fills in an optimal tube. Trade-offs can be explored
rapidly, in terms of quantities of direct engineering interest. This effectively automates a
tedious manual design process, saving time and money and producing superior designs.
The algorithm has been implemented and tested in a production environment.1
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Introduction

An airliner such as a Boeing 777 has many thousands of transport elements, including metal tubes appearing in systems such as
hydraulics, pneumatics, fuels, air conditioning, drainage, instrumentation, and fire suppression. 共There are many transport elements of other kinds, such as wires, ducts, and hoses, but this
paper will focus on metal tubes.兲
Transport element design is difficult because, among other reasons, the shape of a transport element is generally subject to multiple conflicting constraints. This is especially true for metal tubes,
as we will make clear below. In short, to go from point A to point
B, an arbitrary curve will not suffice. Instead, a valid tube must be
a member of a very particular class of curves.
Extrinsic constraints usually arise from the engineering application at hand. The most common types are stay-in or stay-out
zones. In contrast, intrinsic constraints usually apply to the shape
of the transport element itself and arise from manufacturing or
assembly considerations. For example, a tube cannot be bent beyond a certain angle without exceeding the mechanical limits of
the tube-bending machine, or a hose cannot sustain greater than a
certain curvature without kinking. Constraints are not always exact limits, but may have a preferred value and a not-to-exceed
共NTE兲 value. There is an increasing penalty associated with values passing the preferred value and approaching the NTE value.
For example, the preferred minimum bend angle might be 8 degrees, with 4 degrees tolerated, but less than 4 degrees considered
infeasible. In addition to constraints, there are multiple costs to be
minimized, such as weight 共length兲 or flow resistance, and benefits
共‘‘negative costs’’兲 to be maximized, such as compliance 共to ensure ease of installation兲. The overall goal is to minimize the costs
subject to the constraints.
Usually transport elements have low engineering priority. They
must adapt continually to the demands of other disciplines. For
example, a hydraulics designer might never request that a wing be
moved aft, but if the wing is moved aft because of overriding
structural or aerodynamic considerations, then hundreds of tubes
must adapt accordingly. An automated approach, such as we describe below, could be of great benefit in such re-design scenarios.
1.1 Related Work. Several researchers have addressed tube
and pipe routing, e.g., Jain 关1兴, Mitsuta 关2兴, Zhu 关3,4兴, Bohle 关5兴,
Satyanarayana 关6兴, and Wangdahl 关7兴. Automatic routing capabilities also appear in some commercial software products such as
关8兴. These works generally follow this line: unobstructed space is
decomposed into discrete elements; the elements are treated as
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nodes, and the transitions between them edges, in a graph; an
efficient path through the graph is found and the resulting chain of
elements is used to derive the transport element shape. The references above emphasize Manhattan-style 共orthogonal兲 routes,
which are appropriate for industrial plants or ships, but not for
aircraft, where space and weight considerations dictate subtler
shapes. Furthermore, these works generally do not account in detail for the strong constraints imposed by manufacturing processes; no one to our knowledge has treated these at the level of
detail appropriate for automated tubing design in aircraft. Nevertheless, some aspects of Zhu 关3兴 are very similar to our work 共the
simplification of background geometry—they use ‘‘virtual sources
and sinks’’—and abstract shape constraints, e.g., prohibiting the
sign of the slope to change on a drainage pipe兲.
Cagan and Szykman 关9兴 use simulated annealing to synthesize
non-orthogonal routes for tubing in industrial plants and mechanical products. Their algorithm captures the inherently discrete nature of bent metal tubes 共detailed below兲, and could in principle
deal with intrinsic 共manufacturing-based兲 constraints such as
minimum and maximum bend angles, and minimum straightsection lengths. It does not take into account explicitly the circular
arcs at bends, which are important to consider in the cramped
environs of aircraft. Furthermore, the routes they demonstrate are
relatively simple compared to what we address here 共关9兴 demonstrated two or three bends in 3-D, subject only to obstacle constraints, whereas our system is aimed at ‘‘threading’’ a tube
through a complicated array of constraint objects, not all of which
are simple obstacles兲.
Conru and Cutkosky 关10,11兴 use genetic algorithms to aid in the
design of cable harnesses. They not only find efficient paths
through free space, but they address the critical problem of refining the paths into physically realizable curves 共i.e., satisfying a
minimum bend-radius constraint兲. However, the only kinds of extrinsic constraints they treat are obstacles, and their intrinsic constraints are simpler than required in our setting.
There is a broad literature devoted to superficially related problems such as VLSI layout, water systems, communication networks, etc. Such research tends to focus on 2-D problems, or
strictly Manhattan paths. In general, the constraints involved in
these areas are not relevant to aircraft tubing.
The field of mobile robot motion planning 关12兴, particularly
nonholonomic motion planning, is directly related to our problem,
since a tube is analogous to the path swept out by a spherical
mobile robot. A nonholonomic constraint is one that restricts the
set of possible motions instantaneously, yet does not reduce the
dimensionality of the configuration space. For example, a car is
subject to a nonholonomic steering constraint, for it cannot change
its orientation without moving forward, but it can ultimately assume any position or orientation. Similarly, transport elements
cannot be bent arbitrarily sharply, but must be ‘‘steered’’ through
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space. It should be observed that a mobile robot may back up if
necessary 共e.g., when parallel parking兲 but tubes enjoy no such
freedom. Furthermore, tubes are typically obliged to turn with a
fixed radius, through a minimum arc on each turn, and when a turn
is completed the tube must go straight for a minimum distance.
Laumond 关13兴 provides an excellent overview of nonholonomic
motion planning. The field has deep connections to nonlinear optimal control 关14兴. Although it focuses on 2-D problems 共whereas
our problem is 3-D兲, nevertheless it usefully illuminates the general idea of planning in the face of nonholonomic constraints. The
approach introduced in 关15兴 is most similar in spirit to our work.
The general program is: 共1兲 find a collision-free path ignoring the
nonholonomic constraints; 共2兲 subdivide the path recursively, replacing each section with a valid nonholonomic approximation,
until a collision-free path is obtained; 共3兲 refine the resulting path
if necessary. 共We derived our method independently.兲 The elastic
bands method of Quinlan 关16兴 also shares some aspects of our
work.
For many readers, the rubric of ‘‘routing’’ has a topological
flavor and implies discrete decisions, e.g., to pass above not below
a certain obstacle, to the left not the right of another, through a
particular hole not another, and so on. We call such a set of decisions a gross route. We believe ‘‘routing’’ is practically a misnomer in our setting, since our method comes into play only after a
gross route been determined. Our method refines a gross route into
a shape that is optimal, manufacturable, and pleasing to a human
designer.
The chief differences between our method and previous work
may be summarized as follows: our method works in 3-D; we
introduce special constraint objects that are adapted to the complex environment of aircraft; we treat tubing geometry in great
detail 共taking rounded corners into account explicitly兲; and, we
provide a means of automatically exploring trade-offs between
various designs.
1.2 Current CAD Approaches. In the early days of aircraft
design, tubes were designed by hand-bending model tubes against
a wooden mockup. Nowadays tubes are usually designed electronically with a computer-aided design 共CAD兲 system. Here we
describe how this is currently done. We introduce some important
background and terminology first.
Geometry of Bent Metal Tubes. Geometrically, a transport element is a 3-D curve, called a centerline, along which is swept a
cross-sectional shape 共usually a circle兲. Metal-tube centerlines belong to a peculiar class of curves—alternating straight sections
and circular arcs—due to their manufacturing process: tubes are
formed from straight pieces of stock by introducing a series of
circular bends using a special tube-bending machine. A detailed
description of the process may be found in 关17兴 共see also 关18,19兴兲.
Essentially it consists of ‘‘shooting’’ out a length of straight stock,
bending it around a circular die, and rotating the stock around its
longitudinal axis. This process may be repeated several times.
The straight sections of a tube are subject to a minimum-length
共MINLEN兲 constraint because the tube-bending machine can grip
the tube only at straight sections. The bends are subject to a
minimum-angle 共MINANG兲 constraint, since small bends are difficult to produce 共the tube may spring back elastically兲. Bends are
also subject to a maximum-angle 共MAXANG兲 constraint, chiefly
because large bends are likely to cause the tube to collide with the
tube-bending machine itself. 共Placing an upper limit on the bend
angle is a mere heuristic; it cannot generally prevent such collisions.兲 Usually all bends in a tube have the same radius r, since
varying the radius from bend to bend requires a die change, which
is costly. The object of design is a tube run, which consists of
several individual tubes connected in a series. The tube run is
usually conceived and designed as a whole, and later divided into
sections for assembly. In practice r is relatively free to change
from section to section. 共In this paper we assume it is constant.兲
Referring to Fig. 1, the ends of a tube are called the A-end and

Fig. 1 Tubing geometry

the B-end. The direction A-to-B is called downstream and B-to-A
upstream. The 共imaginary兲 intersections Ni 苸R 3 of adjacent
straight sections are called nodes. The arcs with radius r terminate
at tangents TiA and TiB . The length of the straight section at A is
called the standoff s A , and s B at B. The length l i of all other
straight sections is bounded below by l min . Bend angles ␣ i obey
␣ min⭐␣i⭐␣max . H j is a hardpoint 共e.g., a clamp兲. The straight
section through H j has orientation limits and must extend upstream by at least O Aj and downstream by O Bj 共to provide clearance for installation or sliding兲. O Aj ⫹O Bj may be less than l min .
The term route denotes an ordered set of nodes (N1 , . . . ,Nn ). A
centerline is obtained from a route by interpolating straight sections and arcs. A swept disk of diameter D defines the final tube
shape. Typically l min⬇r⬇3D, ␣ min⬇8°, and ␣ max⬇120°.
Metal tubes are essentially rigid, so their shape must be specified exactly. It is not sufficient, for example, to simply cut a rough
length of material and rely on a technician to adjust the shape on
the factory floor. 共In some cases, a small degree of preloading, or
elastic deformation, may be introduced during assembly, as when
following the gentle curve of a wing surface. Preloading also
stems from unavoidable variability in the fabrication process,
which Wei 关17兴 treats in detail. We do not treat these issues in this
paper.兲
Node-Based Design; the Linkage Viewpoint. The nodes and
the bend radius constitute a very compact shape representation. It
is so convenient that it is often used as a basis for design, which
can be problematic. For example, in Fig. 2 a minimum standoff
共MINOFF, typically⬇3D) of s A is needed at A. This is achieved by
placing N2 sufficiently far from N1 . However, if the next downstream straight section is moved, as when passing from 共1兲 to 共2兲
in Fig. 2 with N2 fixed, then MINOFF may be violated. This illustrates how it is not generally possible to simply design a tube in
terms of nodes, and then blindly interpolate the arcs and straight
sections.
Current CAD systems provide several aids for designing tubes,
but they do not escape essentially node-based design. CATIA 关20兴,
for example, provides a ‘‘compass’’ 共a movable local coordinate
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Fig. 2 Nodes make poor control points
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Fig. 5 The Pareto set

Fig. 3 Linkage viewpoint

system兲 that can be positioned relative to the background geometry. The user draws a tube one section at a time, using the compass to guide each section. The system automatically checks the
manufacturing constraints after a new section is added. 共Such local, post hoc correctness checking tends to prevail in CAD systems, whereas our method represents a global, correct-byconstruction approach.兲 The result is an inherently manual,
incremental, and node-based process.
Some other forms of constraint management are available, e.g.,
the user may specify that part of a tube should maintain a given
separation from a background element 共e.g., 关21兴兲. However, only
relatively simple constraints, involving a small number of nodes
or straight sections, may be applied. Systems that work this way
共notably 关18兴兲 essentially view a tube as a linkage made up of
ball- and telescope-joints, as in Fig. 3, but one that responds only
locally to user input or applied constraints. As we will show below, our method adjusts the entire linkage simultaneously.
Node Distribution. Current CAD systems regard the node distribution 共the number of joints in the ‘‘linkage,’’ and their ordering
relative to external constraints such as obstacles or clamps兲 as a
fixed entity that the user must design explicitly. This viewpoint
can be problematic. For example, in Fig. 4共A兲, the bulkheads are
parallel, and the tube is straight. In 共B兲 the top bulkhead has been
rotated very slightly, and the tube consequently has a very small
bend, but the bend violates the MINANG constraint. The three-bend
configuration in 共C兲 is needed to accommodate the seemingly
trivial change in the background geometry, since only by introducing ‘‘extra’’ bends can the MINANG constraint be satisfied 共assuming no elastic deformation兲. Evidently requiring the user to
design a fixed linkage beforehand can preclude automatic redesign when the background changes. What is needed is a system
that can automatically re-design the linkage.
1.3 Trade-Offs. Even with the CAD aids described above,
the tubing design process still relies heavily on trial and error. The
engineer designs the tube by manually manipulating the nodes. If
the constraints seem to preclude a satisfactory design, then he
relaxes one or more constraints and starts over. The choice of
which constraints to relax, and in what order, and by what amount,
is typically based on intuition or experience.
The problem is that constraints tend to interact in inconvenient
ways. Setting one at its preferred value tends to drive the others
toward their not-to-exceed 共NTE兲 values. As with a radio button,
pushing one down forces the others up, with no available setting
in between. An in-between configuration may be what the designer wants, but obtaining it by manipulating the geometry explicitly can require excessive trial-and-error work. Our method, in
contrast, exposes in-between configurations directly by introducing ‘‘soft constraints.’’ A soft constraint assigns a cost to values

Fig. 4 A single node distribution may not be able to accommodate all changes in the background
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between the preferred and NTE values. The overall objective includes these violation costs. The user can explore trade-offs by
adjusting the weights, not the geometry. The geometry 共potentially
even the node distribution兲 adjusts itself automatically.
One may ask, ‘‘What are the ‘correct’ weights for balancing,
say, MINANG violations against flow resistance?’’ Such a question
is not well posed. The best that can be done is to expose as much
of the Pareto set as possible 共see Fig. 5兲. This set contains the
efficient designs 共those that cannot be perturbed without increasing some costs兲 关22兴. The user must choose a particular efficient
design, but with our method he can at least restrict his attention to
‘‘efficient design space.’’ In our opinion this is an important advance over current CAD capabilities.

2

Method

2.1 Overview. Our method provides constraint objects in
terms of which a designer can ‘‘sketch’’ a gross route. Constraint
objects might be local in nature, such as stay-in or stay-out zones,
or zones in which a given orientation is required. They may also
be global, enforcing, e.g., planarity, slope restrictions, and so on.
The user may also specify relationships between disparate parts of
the tube, so that, e.g., the orientation at a certain point matches
that at another point, without specifying the orientation per se.
The user chooses parameterized constraint objects from a ‘‘palette’’ and places them in the environment, producing a sketch of
the desired route. The system then fills in an optimal, manufacturable tube.
Constraint objects act as surrogates for real background geometry elements. This ‘‘surrogate background approach’’ allows 共and
requires兲 the user to ‘‘mark up’’ the background with constraint
objects that stand in for real geometry. There are two reasons for
this: First, background models generally have more detail 共e.g.,
rivets, fillets, etc.兲 than is needed to drive the design of transport
elements and it is advantageous to suppress such detail for the
sake of computational efficiency. Second, the background geometry may not explicitly represent the constraints that the designer
knows are important. For example, the designer may know that
when a transport element runs near a certain fixture, it should do
so with a particular orientation and offset, but this knowledge is
simply not represented in the background model.
2.2 Constraint-Object Types. It is convenient to define
three types of constraint objects: targets, section constraints, and
constraint relationships.
Before explaining all these types, it will be helpful to explain
hardpoints first. A hardpoint defines the position and orientation
of a straight section of a tube, and typically represents the location
of a clamp. Hardpoints are convenient design primitives: the user
can specify an A-end, a B-end, and a sequence of intermediate
hardpoints, and a CAD system can fill in the straight sections and
arcs 共if possible兲.2 共This is nearly equivalent to node-based design,
since the intersections of hardpoint-lines form nodes.兲 Even when
using only hardpoints, filling in the straight sections and arcs optimally 共e.g., with the shortest path兲 for an entire tube in the face
of MINANG, MAXANG, and MINLEN constraints is generally non2
A system at Boeing called KIRTS is capable of sophisticated hardpoint-based
design; see Acknowledgments.
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Fig. 6 Model of a hardpoint

trivial. Subsections of a tube can interact, albeit weakly, across
hardpoints via the MINLEN constraint, so the entire tube run must
be considered as a whole.
A single hardpoint implies several ‘‘primitive’’ constraints and
costs. Figure 6 depicts a model of a hardpoint H that clamps a
straight section Ni Ni⫹1 . H has a center c, orientation n, preferred
A
B
(O pref
), and not-to-exceed upupstream 共downstream兲 offset O pref
A
B
stream 共downstream兲 offset. O NTE (O NTE). H gives rise to several
constraints: Ni Ni⫹1 must intersect c; the angle between Ni Ni⫹1
and n must be zero; and, the distance from c to TiB (TiA ) must not
A
B
fall below O NTE
(O NTE
). 共These are ‘‘primitive’’ in that they are
conceived in terms of the simplest available geometric entities—
points, lines, etc.兲. These can carry soft-constraint costs as well.
Thus, even a simple hardpoint is a fairly complicated ‘‘bundle’’ or
‘‘macro’’ of constraints and cost functions.
Targets. Targets may be viewed as ‘‘generalized hardpoints.’’
They serve as waypoints in a gross route. Figure 7 shows four
commonly used targets. 共A兲 is an A-end or B-end with a finite
angular tolerance. 共B兲 is a rectangular region inside of which the
tube must lie parallel to the arrow. 共H indicates the eventual location of a hardpoint.兲 共C兲 is a rectangular stay-in zone through
which the tube must pass with angular limits indicated by the cone
shape. It is different from 共B兲 because the range of motion of the
hardpoint is substantially perpendicular, not parallel, to the tube
direction. 共D兲 is a 3-D stay-in zone 共of which 共B兲 and 共C兲 may be
viewed as special cases兲. Targets such as 共B兲, 共C兲, and 共D兲, in
which a hardpoint is allowed to ‘‘slide’’ within an admissible
zone, are called sliding hardpoints. Such targets effectively let the
user say ‘‘Place a hardpoint somewhere in this region, but defer
finding its exact, optimal location until later.’’ This reflects a general theme in our method, namely to reduce the user’s workload
by demanding the least specific input possible. Notice that 共B兲 and
共D兲 require an extra parameter, besides the relevant node coordinates, to locate H.
If hardpoints were the only targets allowed, then a good node
distribution would follow trivially from only local considerations:
the number of nodes between adjacent hardpoints is predetermined by their relative configuration 共in reasonable designs the
number must be 0, 1, or 2兲. In contrast, with the ‘‘loose’’ targets of

Fig. 7 Some available targets

Fig. 8 Sleeves for pseudo-parallel routing

Fig. 7, the number of nodes between targets may vary according
to the overall tube shape 共see Fig. 14 for an example兲.
Figure 8 shows a more unusual target type. Each ‘‘sleeve’’ surrounds a portion of an existing transport element. The new transport element is constrained to not approach the existing transport
element closer than r inner , nor to be farther away than r outer . This
allows the user to route a new tube ‘‘pseudo-parallel’’ to an existing one.
Other targets are more abstract, e.g., an infinite ‘‘slab’’ of space
in which the transport element must run parallel to a certain plane,
but with no other restrictions. Not all targets need to have a hardpoint associated with them. Each target explicitly influences a
fixed number of nodes.
To gain an idea of the complexity of the primitive constraints
that a target 共and constraint objects in general兲 can give rise to,
consider Fig. 9. It illustrates how a single target 共in this case an
irregular hoop-shaped stay-in zone兲 gives rise to considerably
more primitive constraints and costs than a simple hardpoint.
These primitive constraints involve complicated expressions: the
distance O Aj between the hoop plane 共defined by C j and normal
vector m j ) and the tangent TiB is constrained above a not-toexceed value, and carries a decreasing cost as it approaches a
preferred value. Given a bend radius of r, O Aj has the form

冉

O Aj ⫽⫺m j • Ni ⫹rni

冑

1⫺ni •ni⫺1
⫺C j
1⫹ni •ni⫺1

冊

where ni ⫽(Ni⫹1 ⫺Ni )/ 兩 Ni⫹1 ⫺Ni 兩 . The soft constraint cost is
(O Aj ) 2 ; similarly for (O Bj ) 2 . The expression for the distance d i
between edgei and C j involves a term accounting for the effective
elongation of the tube diameter due to its generally oblique relation to the plane. The d i are constrained to be non-negative, keeping the tube inside the hoop; the d i2 form soft-constraint costs. The
direction of penetration, characterized by ␥ j and ␦ j , is also constrained, and also contributes soft-constraint costs. Notice that inequality constraints play a strong role, in contrast to typical parametric CAD systems, which expose only equality constraints.
Section Constraints. These are so named because they apply
to the section of a tube between two targets. A section constraint
may have an obvious geometrical manifestation 共e.g. a stay-out
zone; see Fig. 15–18兲, or it may be more abstract, imposing con-

Fig. 9 A single high-level constraint implies many ‘‘primitive’’
constraints
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tion could run along the following lines: Corresponding to each
node Ni there would be a vector  i (x) of constraints describing
the MINANG/MAXANG conditions, and another vector  i (x) describing ‘‘no-bend conditions’’ 共collinearity兲. A standard device
for ‘‘activating’’ or ‘‘deactivating’’  i (x)⭐0 or  i (x)⭐0 is to
introduce variables y i , z i and the modified constraint equations
Fig. 10 Constraint relationships may enforce similar conditions at disparate locations

straints on, or associating costs to, factors such as slope, overall
orientation, or planarity. 共Slope constraints may be needed to
avoid trapping moisture; planarity may be desirable because planar designs can be used on either side of an airplane.兲 Since a
section constraint applies to everything between two targets, and
since it is not known a priori how many nodes there will be
between any two targets, it is therefore not known a priori how
many nodes a given section constraint will affect. For example, a
stay-out zone might lie between an A-end and a B-end, and it may
be possible for the transport element to circumvent the stay-out
zone with only two bends, in which case the separation constraints
that cause the desired stay-out behavior apply to three straight
sections and two arcs 共i.e., to two nodes兲. However, if more bends
are required, then the stay-out zone might affect more nodes.
Constraint Relationships. These are ‘‘meta-constraints’’ that
establish relationships between, or introduce new constraint- or
cost-functions of, two or more targets or section constraints 共usually targets兲. For example, it may be advantageous for a transport
element to penetrate a sequence of stay-in zones at the same
angle, or with the same offset from the edges of the zones—
without specifying what that angle or offset should be. This idea is
illustrated in Fig. 10. Another use for constraint relationships is to
limit or regulate the distance between sliding hardpoints. The user
can place a sequence of sliding hardpoints 共recall Fig. 7共D兲兲 and
let the algorithm produce the best inter-hardpoint spacing. Constraint relationships can introduce an arbitrary degree of nonlocality into the design problem.
2.3 Optimization Approach. A key aspect of our method is
automatically finding a suitable node distribution 共see §1.2兲. We
take a heuristic approach to this problem, consisting of first finding a ‘‘reference route’’ that likely resembles, in a rough sense at
least, an optimal route, and then using this reference route as a
guide for estimating the final node distribution.
General Pattern; Overall Cost. The general pattern of our
algorithm is to formulate a series of continuous sub-problems,
each according to a particular trial node distribution. The independent variables in each sub-problem are the node coordinates, plus
extra parameters determining the exact hardpoint locations 共in
those targets for which the hardpoint location is adjustable兲. Corresponding to each sub-problem, there is a continuous cost f that
depends only on the continuous node positions, and an overall
cost ⌽, which comes from additively augmenting f with some
function g of the discrete node distribution. For example, g might
be the number of nodes 共reflecting a desire to minimize the number of bends explicitly兲. Generally ⌽⫽ ␤ 1 f ⫹ ␤ 2 g, where ␤ 1 ,
␤ 2 ⭓0 are user-adjustable weights.
Other Viewpoints: Mixed-Variable Optimization. The problem
may be viewed as an instance of mixed-variable optimization,
since some independent variables are discrete and others continuous 共see 关23兴 for other examples兲. Our goal is to simultaneously
determine a node distribution 共the discrete number of nodes in
each inter-target gap兲 and the exact node positions 共continuous
quantities兲. Mixed-variable problems can sometimes be approached using mixed-integer programming, in which the discrete
variables are relaxed to continuous variables that must take on
integer values only at a final solution. A mixed-integer formula306 Õ Vol. 2, DECEMBER 2002

 i 共 x 兲 ⫺M y i ⭐0
 i 共 x 兲 ⫺M z i ⭐0
with y i , z i 苸 兵 0,1其 , y i ⫽z i , and M Ⰷ1. Then one would apply, for
example, a branch-and-bound algorithm, as in 关24兴. We would
anticipate several problems: First, at each deactivated bend all
constraint and objective functions are invariant with respect to
translation of a node along the centerline, so the problem would
be ill-conditioned in the continuous subspace. Second, the number
of continuous variables would be constant and large. 共In our formulation it varies as the solution progresses, and is kept as small
as possible.兲 Third, the MINLEN constraint would be extraordinarily cumbersome to implement, since it must take into account
contiguous occurrences of the no-bend conditions.
Why Not a Straightforward Continuous Optimization? The following purely continuous program might seem reasonable: 共1兲
introduce an ‘‘overpopulation’’ of nodes; 共2兲 optimize their locations continuously; 共3兲 allow bends or straight sections to vanish
共or coalesce兲 as necessary. However, the MINANG and MINLEN constraints, which are essential to the problem, foil such an approach,
since they explicitly forbid any bends or straight sections from
vanishing continuously. Thus no purely continuous optimization
method can solve the problem by itself. Discreteness, which is
generally known to make optimization difficult, is an unavoidable
aspect of our problem.
Graph Search. It would be possible to decompose space discretely and apply graph search procedures such as Dijkstra’s algorithm or A* search 共following the lines of the more conventional path planning literature; see §1.1兲. Such a purely discrete
approach cannot provide exactness, which we consider an important goal for very detailed tubing design. It can only provide an
approximation whose precision accords with the fineness of the
discretization.
2.4 Initial Guess, Easy Pass. With the above viewpoints as
background, we proceed to describe our optimization approach in
detail.
Initial Guess. The first step is to find a ‘‘reference’’ route that
likely captures the main features of the final route, i.e., it ‘‘hits’’
all the targets and obeys the extrinsic constraints, and thus tends to
indicate the rough locations of large bends, small bends, long or
short straight sections, etc. The order of the targets is determined
automatically, but the user can override this ordering if desired. As
suggested in the ‘‘straightforward continuous’’ approach discussed
above, we introduce a gross overpopulation of nodes through an
initial guess procedure: each pair of adjacent targets generates a
guess of a small number of nodes between them 共typically two,
but special configurations may give rise to one or zero兲. Section
constraints may ‘‘sprinkle’’ additional nodes into their associated
inter-target gaps. For example, a stay-out zone between two hardpoints typically adds three extra nodes between those already introduced by the targets, to ensure enough degrees of freedom to
circumvent the stay-out zone.
Figure 11 illustrates the initial-guess procedure. The nodes in
black are guessed by nearby targets. Each black node occupies a
predetermined position relative to the two nearest targets, regardless of other constraint objects. The white nodes arise from the
stay-out zone. The initial guess is not necessarily feasible: notice,
for example, the stay-out violation in Fig. 11. Therefore it does
not necessarily provide a good indication of the eventual overall
Transactions of the ASME

Fig. 13 Potential benefit of look-ahead

Fig. 11 Initial guess

shape. Typically, the initial guess includes many more nodes than
are eventually needed in an optimal route; hence the term ‘‘gross
overpopulation.’’
Easy Pass. In this phase we optimize the continuous node
locations of the initial guess, relaxing the intrinsic constraints MINANG, MAXANG, and MINLEN, and using a greatly reduced bend
radius. The goal is simply to run a ‘‘thread’’ through all the targets
that obeys all the section constraints and constraint relationships,
and thereby provides a better indication of the eventual overall
shape. The resulting centerline is called the easy pass. It is critical
to observe that if we attempted to thread an overpopulation of
nodes enforcing the MINANG, MAXANG, and MINLEN constraints
then very likely either 共a兲 no feasible configuration would exist, or
共b兲 the resulting route would be wildly different 共i.e., containing
loops, etc.兲 from that obtained with a good node distribution.
Therefore, a key point is to relax the intrinsic constraints during
the easy pass optimization. Figure 12 illustrates the easy pass.
共The dotted lines and other annotations in Fig. 12 are explained
below.兲 Notice that even the easy pass is not guaranteed to succeed, as it is always possible to arrange the constraint objects in a
pathologically infeasible way regardless of the particular constraint limits.
Salience Ranking. The nodes in the easy pass are ranked by
salience, which is defined as the deviation of a node at the moment it appears as a breakpoint in a classical iterative endpointfitting algorithm 共see 关25兴兲. This generates a sequence of straightline approximations to the easy-pass route (N1 , . . . ,Nn ) as
follows: We find the node Ni whose perpendicular deviation d Ni
from the line L 1n through N1 and Nn is greatest. The route is
broken at Ni to form two sub-routes (N1 , . . . ,Ni ) and
(Ni , . . . ,Nn ) with corresponding lines L 1i and L in . This is done
recursively, halting when the sub-routes contain only two nodes
共see U, V, and W in Fig. 12兲. By this means each node is eventually assigned a salience d Ni .
2.5 Choosing the Best Nodes from the Easy Pass. The
next two phases heuristically ‘‘filter’’ the easy pass nodes, based

Fig. 12 Salience ranking and easy pass

on their saliences, in order to determine which ones form a good
node distribution.
Terminology: Given a route R⫽(N1 , . . . ,Nn ) with saliences
d N2 , . . . ,d Nn⫺1 共terminal nodes are never assigned a salience兲,
consider a route S obtained by deleting some or all of the internal
nodes N2 , . . . ,Nn⫺1 . A deleted node is said to be re-admitted to
S if it is inserted into S in the same relative position that it had in
R. A node is re-admitted only if it has the greatest salience of all
nodes that have not yet been re-admitted. Therefore, given S created from R, a re-admission operation on S unambiguously adds a
predetermined node. Given a route R, a node is suppressed by
deleting it. Some nodes in R may be declared critical 共see below兲
and are never suppressed. A node is generally not suppressed unless it has the least salience of all nodes not yet suppressed. Therefore, given a route R, a suppression operation on R unambiguously deletes a predetermined node.
Re-admission on a route S is defined only in the context of
some original route R from which S was obtained by deleting
nodes. Suppression, in contrast, on any route is defined in terms of
just the route itself.
An optimized re-admission operation is a re-admission followed
by an attempt to optimize 共continuously, using conventional optimization techniques兲 the node locations and the parameters that
determine the sliding hardpoints’ exact locations. 共The continuous
optimization process is described below.兲 An optimized suppression operation is a suppression followed by a similar optimization
attempt. An optimized re-admission or optimized suppression is
said to fail if no feasible point can be found, i.e., if the node
coordinates and other parameters cannot be adjusted in a continuous sense to achieve feasibility. From a performance point of
view, the algorithm exploits the fact that conventional continuous
optimizers typically determine non-feasibility quickly.
Forward Pass with Look-Ahead. A forward pass is executed
as follows: From the easy-pass route E⫽(N1 , . . . ,Nn ), nodes
N2 , . . . ,Nn⫺1 are deleted to obtain the trivial trial route (N1 ,Nn ).
An attempt is made to optimize the locations of N1 and Nn . With
high probability this optimization will fail, since the only routes
that contain two nodes are those connecting two collinear endfittings, which is a rare scenario. If it fails, optimized readmissions are applied, in order of decreasing d Ni , until either 共a兲
a re-admission is successful, producing a route F, or 共b兲 there are
no more nodes to re-admit. In case 共b兲 complete failure is declared. In case 共a兲, the overall cost is recorded as C F . It is advantageous to ‘‘look ahead’’ to see whether adding nodes can produce
a significantly better route. Figure 13, for example, illustrates how
a four-bend 共six-node兲 route may be superior 共in terms of, say,
length兲 to a three-bend 共five-node兲 route. Look-ahead consists of
further optimized re-admissions until one is successful or no
nodes remain. The cost of the first feasible look-ahead route F ⬘ 共if
one exists兲 is recorded as C F⬘ . If C F⬘ ⭐(1⫺  )C F , 0⭐  ⭐1 共solutions are improving ‘‘quickly’’兲 then the result G of the forward
pass is taken to be F ⬘ , with cost C G ⫽C F⬘ . Otherwise G⫽F and
C G ⫽C F . The parameter  共typically 0.1兲 is essentially a
threshold on the rate of change of the overall cost with the number
of nodes 共it effectively controls ‘‘coarseness’’: a final route will
have fewer nodes according as  is large兲. Look-ahead could be
extended beyond adding just a single node, but this has not proved
necessary. Notice that on the forward pass, the saliences d Ni are
always taken from the easy pass.
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x⫽ 共 x 1 ,y 1 ,z 1 , . . . ,x n ,y n ,z n ,  1 , . . . ,  m 兲

Fig. 14 Alternative node distributions

Backward Pass. Frequently some nodes may be re-admitted
in the forward pass that are not strongly needed. This is related to
a phenomenon observed in certain regression schemes 关26,27兴,
where it is found effective to progressively add complexity to a
model until a good fit is obtained, and then progressively reduce
the complexity until the fit worsens significantly. Analogously, it
is often possible to delete a few nodes from the result of the
forward pass without degrading the route significantly. This reflects the fact that 共a兲 salience is merely an ordering heuristic, not
a perfect indicator of re-admission priority, and 共b兲 after a node is
re-admitted, all nodes are adjusted by a continuous optimization,
so some nodes generally end up in different locations from those
they held in the easy-pass route E.
A backward pass is executed as follows: First, the saliences d Ni
are re-calculated on G. Optimized suppressions are applied to G,
in order of increasing salience, until one is successful or there are
no more nodes to suppress. Each time an optimized suppression
fails, the node that was to be suppressed is declared critical. If an
optimized suppression succeeds, producing a route B with cost
C B , and if C B ⭐C G (1⫹  ),  ⭓0 共the solution does not degrade
‘‘too quickly’’兲, then G is set to B, saliences d Ni are re-calculated,
and the process recurses with the new G. Notice that in the backward pass the saliences are continually re-calculated, whereas in
the forward pass the saliences from the easy pass are reused. The
following refinement is effective: Upon failure of an optimized
suppression, the node Ni is not immediately declared critical. Instead, another form of look-ahead is applied, to address what we
call ‘‘pairwise criticality’’: a node might not be critical if the nextleast salient node N j is also suppressed. More precisely, a route
G ⬘ is formed, equal to G with Ni deleted. An optimized suppression is applied 共on the next-most-salient node N j ) to G ⬘ , and if it
succeeds then both Ni and N j are deleted. This idea could be
extended beyond two nodes, but this has not proved necessary.
2.6 The Continuous Sub-problems. The forward-pass/
backward-pass procedure yields the final node distribution. During those passes many different node distributions must be optimized in a continuous sense. Figure 14 illustrates how different
node distributions imply fundamentally different continuous subproblems. For these we use NPSOL 关28兴, a well-known
augmented-Lagrangian-based algorithm 共Gill 关29兴兲. NPSOL exposes the following interface directly to the programmer:
min ⌽ 共 x 兲 subject to

(1)

␥ l ⭐x⭐ ␥ u
where ␣ l , ␣ u are lower and upper bound vectors on the general
nonlinear constraints C; ␤ l , ␤ u are bounds for the linear constraints represented by the matrix A; and ␥ l , ␥ u are simple bounds
on the independent variables x. In the continuous sub-problems x
consists of the node coordinates plus parameters that characterize
non-node features 共sliding-hardpoint locations兲 that are optimized
concomitantly, i.e.,
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Utilizing a New Optimization Software Architecture. Each
time a new node distribution is considered, the form of the corresponding continuous sub-problem generally changes drastically.
This was illustrated in Fig. 14. Here we discuss the software implications of this complication. In short, a large part of our code is
devoted to setting up, at run-time, the complicated continuous
sub-problems for the trial node distributions. The raw interface of
Eq. 共1兲 is extremely hard to use for this directly. The essential
difficulty is that variables are named only by their indices in arrays. This creates difficult bookkeeping problems when formulating new problems on the fly. To solve this problem we developed
a new object-oriented software package, called AUTOOPT, which
serves as a ‘‘wrapper’’ for any NPSOL-like optimizer. AUTOOPT
allows the programmer to create individual constraints and objectives in a dynamic, run-time manner, using an abstract namespace.
The user can program his formulas using arbitrary variable names.
Formulas are assigned to objects, and can be mixed and matched
at will; AUTOOPT arranges and accesses them in the form and
order expected by the underlying optimizer. The key feature of
AUTOOPT is an abstract namespace that can be programmatically
manipulated at run-time. This provides many of the advantages of
mathematical programming languages such as AMPL or GAMS,
but rather than emphasizing human readability, AUTOOPT emphasizes machine manipulability. In this sense AUTOOPT is similar to
the commercial products 关30,31兴 but is, in our opinion, more general than either.

3

␣ l ⭐C 共 x 兲 ⭐a u
␤ l ⭐Ax⭐ ␤ u

Here x i , y i , and z i correspond to node Ni . The  i locate sliding
hardpoints within their admissible zones 共recall Fig. 7共D兲兲. Space
limitations prohibit writing out the full objective function explicitly, even for the simplest case, but Fig. 9 and its associated text
convey how complex it can be for even a single target. Many
primitive quantities 共analogous to those of Fig. 9 but adapted of
course to the particular constraint objects in question兲 contribute
entries to the C(x) vector, rows to the A matrix, or members to the
simple-bounds list, according to their mathematical form. Each
quantity may also contribute a cost component to the continuous
objective function. Thus the continuous objective function is a
weighted sum of ‘‘primary’’ costs such as length, pressure drop,
stiffness, etc., and ‘‘secondary’’ costs due to soft-constraint violations. The weights are user-adjustable 共recall §1.3兲兲. Any subset of
costs can be combined so as to minimize the maximum of the
elements. Such a subset is called a ‘‘minimax group,’’ and is enabled by the AUTOOPT software described below. For example, all
minimum bend angle costs can be combined as a minimax group,
which is then included as an additive cost component. This can
have a startling effect, since all members of such a group will tend
to seek the same maximum value. So far this capability has not
been used enough to judge what situations it might be preferred
in.
Many of the cost functions involved do not satisfy certain common requirements of optimizers 共e.g., C 2 continuity兲. Stay-out
zones in particular involve dist(A,B) 共the minimum distance between two point sets兲, which is usually only singly differentiable.
Such inadequacies prove inconsequential in practice.

Results

Figure 15 shows two tubes in an airliner wheel well. Tube A
circumvents various stay-out zones around structural elements. It
also passes through two sliding hardpoints; the final hardpoint
positions were automatically chosen within the white-outlined
rectangular regions. The inter-hardpoint spacing can in general be
regulated 共limited or equalized兲 by appropriate constraint relationships. Tube B obeys most of the same section constraints as tube
A, but is guided in a ‘‘pseudo-parallel’’ route by the sleeve objects
surrounding tube A.
Figure 16 illustrates how constraint objects, which are themselves ‘‘macros’’ of primitive constraints, can in turn be combined
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Fig. 15 Pseudo-parallel tubes in a wheel well

into larger macros. Three sliding hardpoints are arranged in a U
shape to produce an expansion loop 共such loops are used to give a
tube sufficient compliance to withstand installation or thermal
stresses, vibration, etc.兲. Figure 16 demonstrates how a tube can
‘‘re-design itself’’ in response to changes in the background geometry 共it shows the loop before and after the introduction of two
stay-out zones兲. Notice that the objective function could incorporate an explicit probability of rejection due to insufficient compliance, as in Wei 关17兴.
Figure 17 shows a route through two rectangular hoops, each of
which has a large range of admissible angles 共recall Fig. 7共C兲兲,
with two stay-out zones in between. Hoops are typically superimposed, as in this example, on stiffening webs or bulkheads to
indicate regions of admissible penetration. Figure 17 also includes
some stay-out zones protecting some of the background structure.
Tube A penetrates stiffeners 1 and 2 at significantly different
angles, with respect to their local coordinate systems 共x1, y1 and
x2, y2兲. The angles are indicated by the dotted lines A1 and A2.
Tube B, in contrast, is subject to all the same constraints as tube
A, with an additional constraint relationship 共§2.2兲 imposed,
namely that the incidence angles should be the same at both penetrations 共without specifying the angle per se兲, thus facilitating the
re-use of a clamp or bracket design. Observe that the desired
behavior 共see B1 and B2兲 is obtained not merely by a continuous
adjustment, but by changing the node distribution 共the ‘‘linkage
design,’’ §1.2兲 and this is done automatically.

point and a hoop, and avoiding a stay-out zone 共see Fig. 18兲. 共All
results are with an SGI workstation.兲 Notice that infeasibility is
typically determined very quickly. The typical time to evaluate the
objective and all the constraints once is about 0.4 milliseconds
共This dominates the continuous optimization time.兲 Longer tubes
currently take much more time; e.g., in Fig. 15 tubes A and B had
14 and 19 initial nodes, 9 and 14 final nodes, and took 71 and 48
seconds, respectively. 共The typical time to evaluate the objective
and constraints was about 2.5 milliseconds.兲 The increase in time
stems not only from 共a兲 the greater number of independent variables and extrinsic constraints, but 共b兲 some of the continuous
sub-problems tend to be ill-conditioned, i.e., the continuous optimizer is forced to search in a ‘‘valley’’ 共a local symmetry of the
objective with respect to some perturbations of the independent
variables兲. Such regions tend to defeat many stopping criteria,
causing continuous optimizers to get ‘‘bogged down’’ in a realm
of diminishing returns.
There are many performance optimizations that we are planning
to implement but have not tried yet. We give a brief discussion of
some of them here: 共1兲 Regarding problem size, there are many
opportunities for eliminating variables 共e.g., replacing equality

Performance. Table 1 shows typical timings for the various
algorithmic phases 共§2兲 for a tube passing through a sliding hard-

Fig. 17 Tube passing through two stiffening webs „A… with and
„B… without equal incidence angles

Fig. 16 Expansion loop „A… before and „B… after imposition of
stay-out zones
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Fig. 18 A timing example „see Table 1…
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Table 1 Timing for the case of Fig. 18.
Phase
of
Algorithm

Number
of
Nodes

Continuous
Optimization
Result

Initial guess
10
N/A
Easy pass
10
Feasible
Forward
2
Infeasible
⬙
3
Infeasible
⬙
4
Infeasible
⬙
5
Infeasible
⬙
6
Infeasible
⬙
7
Feasible*
⬙
8
Insignif. improvement
Backward
6
Infeasible
*Best result. 共All other backward-pass phases
backward-pass time⫽0.97 s; total run time⫽4.67 s兲

Continuous
Optimization
Time 共sec.兲
⬃0
1.75
0.0028
0.0026
0.0025
0.0026
0.0026
0.51
1.43
0.0051
infeasible, total

constraints with variable transformations兲; 共2兲 There is a considerable amount of sparseness 共or locality兲 inherent in the problem
formulation, which we are not yet exploiting. For example, it
should be possible to ‘‘factor’’ a large tube into a series of nearly
independent sub-tubes. 共Recall from §2.2, for example, that the
interactions across hardpoints are weak.兲 These sub-tubes would
later be re-assembled and subjected to a final optimization to obtain a globally optimal solution; 共3兲 It should be possible to add
regularizing, or symmetry-breaking, components to the objective
function, to improve the conditioning 共and thus the convergence
speed兲 of the more difficult continuous sub-problems; 共4兲 It is
possible in principle to obtain all derivatives analytically, rather
than resorting to finite differences as we currently do; 共5兲 There
are distinct opportunities for parallelization; in particular, although
the phases described in §2.5 are largely sequential, we have experimented with parallelizable adaptations of them, with promising results.
Notice that a common modus operandi is to re-use a desirable
node distribution as a discrete base for exploring continuous
trade-offs 共i.e., changing the soft-constraint weights without recalculating the node distribution兲. This usually takes only a few
seconds per trade-off, even with the current un-optimized code.

4

Discussion and Future Work

As pointed out in §1.1, one class of nonholonomic motion planners for mobile robotics uses a subdivision approach to transform
a holonomic ‘‘guess’’ into a feasible nonholonomic path. We observe that our algorithm shares this trait in spirit, but with an
important difference: rather than trying to fit a nonholonomic section locally, i.e., on each side of a breakpoint, we simply use the
breakpoint as a guidepost for re-parameterization, and optimize a
nonholonomic path globally at each subdivision. This means that
the nonholonomic solution for a given subdivision might look
very different from the solution at subsequent subdivision.
Many researchers 共e.g., 关14,32–34兴兲 have studied optimal paths
subject to curvature constraints. This is very different from a constraint on the bend angle per se, for, although nonholonomic planners tend to produce paths that obey MINANG for some unspecified
value, with tubing it must be obeyed. Tubing is the only domain
we are aware of that exhibits this unusual property.
Targets, i.e., constraint objects that a tube must penetrate 共generally with a constrained orientation兲, are a double-edged sword.
On the one hand they provide an intuitive ‘‘visual language’’ with
which a designer can express the gross route of a tube, circumventing the need for a high-level ‘‘router.’’ The human designer
serves 共and must serve兲 this role by laying out the targets unambiguously. On the other hand targets bring the node-distribution
problem into full relief: In our experience, optimal, nonorthogonal routes that account for the MINANG, MAXANG, and
MINLEN constraints are relatively easily obtained when targets are
not present, i.e., when the only extrinsic constraints are obstacles.
In particular, for a given number of nodes a good spatial distribu310 Õ Vol. 2, DECEMBER 2002

tion of them often follows readily from a continuous optimization
process. But with targets, nodes generally cannot migrate through
space freely, so the problem becomes inherently discrete. This
issue is what motivated the development of the AUTOOPT package. 共Notice that 关9兴, lacking targets, treats the number of bends
explicitly, but not their discrete distribution relative to the environment.兲
In §2.3 we mentioned mixed-integer methods as a way of attacking what is essentially a mixed-variable problem. Audet and
Dennis 关23兴 treat mixed-variable programming more directly, and
there is a close relationship between 关23兴 and our work: essentially, we use a specially adapted version of their search phase,
tailored to exploit the geometry of our problem domain. However,
at each discrete configuration we solve the continuous subproblem completely, whereas 关23兴 admits the possibility of abandoning a given discrete configuration because progress there is too
slow.
We observe that our method, when viewed as a mixed-variable
optimization process, takes a heuristic approach, essentially pruning many discrete configurations based on high-level geometric
considerations 共§2.5兲. Empirically, the heuristics we use seem to
be very effective at selecting node distributions that are visually
appealing to human designers. Such aesthetic considerations are
more important in real design scenarios than one might suspect.
Tube routes may be viewed as optimal trajectories, as for
spacecraft. In this respect, our method shares some of the flavor of
the transcription approach described in Betts 关35,36兴. Although
the constraints that are peculiar to tubes do not normally show up
in flight trajectories, nevertheless the methods of 关35兴 could probably be applied to our continuous sub-problems. We note that a
rocket moving with a constant speed, subject to constantmagnitude bursts from a sideways-pointing engine, with finite
coasting periods in between, will follow a path similar to a tube’s.
The only treatment we are aware of for this scenario is 关37兴,
which deals with the trivial case of one arc followed by one
straight section.
For a given continuous sub-problem, one could regard the associated linkage 共§1.2兲 as an actual physical mechanism. Cost
functions would represent spring energies, and the exact constraints would represent joint limits. The goal would be to numerically simulate the settling of the mechanism to equilibrium. Several well-known commercial products could be brought to bear on
this 共e.g., DADS and ADAMS兲. We have not pursued this program, because only the equilibrium state is of interest 共reaching it
via a physically realistic trajectory is not advantageous兲.
Future Work. Future work will treat, among other subjects, 共1兲
the performance improvements discussed in §3; 共2兲 incorporation
of other continuous optimizers besides NPSOL 共we have experimented with Boeing’s own OPTLIB package 关38,39兴 but we do
not yet have sufficient data to report results兲; 共3兲 refinement of the
graphical user interface and porting it to a popular system like
CATIA or Pro/ENGINEER; 共4兲 the problem of routing bundles or
clusters of tubes simultaneously 共we have started work on this
problem but do not have results to report yet兲; 共5兲 extension to
other transport element types such as wires, hoses, and cables; 共6兲
use of robot-path-planning methods such as in 关3,13兴 to produce a
better initial guess;3 and 共7兲 research on data-management problems such as the robust association of constraint objects to background geometry, and managing the order in which tubes are generated. Ultimately, it should be possible to store only constraint
objects, with centerlines being regenerated as needed.
We also plan to investigate the application of the general principles and software architecture we have developed to new areas
of automated design. Our preliminary investigations have focused
on welded-duct jig layout, assembly tool design, and the design of
brackets of various kinds.
Another area that we plan to investigate is the use of more
3

This idea was suggested by J.-P. Laumond in a personal communication.
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versatile, subtly shaped stay-out zones. We are currently experimenting with adaptively sampled distance fields 共ADFs兲 关40兴 for
this purpose. An ADF is essentially a look-up table and interpolation scheme for rapidly computing the distance from any point to
the surface of an object. Thus, rather than ‘‘shielding’’ background
objects with a pre-defined library of shapes 共e.g., the rounded
boxes in Fig. 15兲, we would instead build an ADF around them.
Preliminary results suggest that this method can provide a much
better representation of the background shape, while still permitting fast computation.

5

Conclusions

We have introduced a transport-element design method based
on an arsenal of constraint objects that capture the key aspects of
transport element design, and have demonstrated their effectiveness in the domain of metal tubes. Our constraint-based approach
allows a designer to work at a high level of abstraction, and permits trade-offs to be made directly in the engineering parameters
of interest. These advances speed up the design process, and produce designs that are superior in terms of performance 共e.g., lower
weight兲. They can also help to streamline business processes by
ensuring that manufacturing and other constraints are consistently
satisfied early on, thus eliminating expensive rework. The method
dispenses with the view of tubes as fixed linkages that must be
redesigned by a human in order to supply enough degrees of freedom to accommodate changes in the surrounding structures. This
opens up the possibility of automatic re-design when the background geometry changes, effectively enabling a new degree of
automated collaboration between different design domains.
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